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For instance,

SEARCH_PATH: Given a graph  and vertices , , find a path from  to  or inform 

if no such paths exist.

G u v ∈ G u v

DEC_PATH: Given a graph  and vertices , , decide if a path from  to  exist.G u v ∈ G u v
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A boolean function is a function of the form .f : {0,1}* → {0,1}

A language is a subset of .{0,1}*

Note: Decision problems can be posed as boolean functions or as languages.

Example:

FACTOR: Given integers  and , decide if  is a factor of .a b a b

 such that fFACTOR : {0,1}* → {0,1} …

   is a factor of FACTOR = {⟨a, b⟩ ∣ a b}


